Background: Simulations by transport codes are indispensable for extracting valuable physical information from heavy-ion collisions. Pion observables such as the π − /π + yield ratio are expected to be sensitive to the symmetry energy at high densities.
uncertainties have been understood, and individual codes may be further improved in future applications. This investigation will be extended in the future to heavy-ion collisions to ensure the problems identified here remain under control.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heavy-ion collisions provide a unique opportunity to study in the laboratory the nuclear equation of state for a wide range of densities, temperatures and neutron-proton asymmetries. However, in the evolution, transient partially outof-equilibrium states are produced in the collisions, and this requires theoretical models to extract the nuclear equation of state from measured observables. For collisions at incident energies between the Fermi-energy regime and several GeV/nucleon, transport equations are usually used to model the full quantum many-body dynamics under different levels of approximations, such as truncations of many-body correlations and semiclassical approximations.
Ideally, the determination of physical quantities from heavyion collisions should be independent of the numerical implementation of the transport equations. Because of the complexity of transport equations and the numerical algorithms employed in individual transport codes, particularly the invoked statistical sampling and finite phase-space resolutions, careful checks of their accuracies are essential. Aiming at improved descriptions of heavy-ion collisions at energies between the Fermi-energy regime and several hundred MeV/nucleon, efforts have continued over the last decade to compare and evaluate many different transport codes. The result of the comparison of 19 transport codes in Au + Au collisions at 100 and 400 MeV/nucleon was published in Ref. [1] . In this case, the differences among the results of transport codes seem to be originating in a complicated way from various sources, such as the differences in the initialization of the system, in the treatment of Pauli blocking of the two-nucleon (N N) collision term and to a lesser extent in the numerical integration in solving the propagation of nucleons in the mean-field potential. In order to disentangle these different sources of uncertainties, it has been decided to perform comparisons under controlled conditions for systems confined in a box. The first result of the box comparison was published in Ref. [2] where 15 transport codes were compared concentrating on the N N elastic collision term without mean-field potentials, in a system with an initial Fermi-Dirac distribution at the temperature of either T = 0 or 5 MeV. One of the important findings there was that the differences among the codes are mainly due to inaccuracy in the evaluated Pauli-blocking factor, which is tightly linked to the fluctuations in the representation of the phase space in transport codes by a finite number of elements, e.g., Monte Carlo particles or so-called test particles.
It was proposed first by Li [3, 4] that the π − /π + ratio of the yields of charged pions could be a sensitive probe of the nuclear symmetry energy at high densities, which has since stimulated many theoretical and experimental efforts. However, divergent constraints on the nuclear symmetry energy were obtained so far by using different transport codes [5] [6] [7] [8] based on the same Au + Au experimental data from the FOPI collaboration [9] . Recently, experiments were carried out with exotic beams of Sn isotopes at RIKEN/RIBF to measure charged pions from collisions of nuclei with various neutron-to-proton ratios. To obtain meaningful physical information from measured pion data, it is an urgent and extremely important task to provide reliable predictions on the production of pions based on transport theories. It should be noted that the π − /π + ratio is expected to depend not only on the nuclear equation of state, but also on other physical ingredients such as the potentials for pions and ∆ resonances [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , the in-medium N N cross sections [17, 21] , and the cluster correlations [22, 23] . For reliable discussions on these physical problems by comparing the calculated results to the experimental data, we should first evaluate and hopefully eliminate uncertainties in the calculated results originating from unphysical origins. Ideally, all transport codes should give the same result when the same physical ingredients are specified or, at least, the differences should be understood.
In the present work, we carry out the comparison of transport codes for the simplified case of pions and ∆ resonances in a box without mean-field potentials. After a brief introduction of the participating codes in Sec. II, the conditions imposed on the calculations are described in Sec. III. We allow the N N ↔ N∆ and ∆ ↔ N π processes as well as elastic scatterings of two baryons. The system is initialized with nucleons using the relativistic Boltzmann distribution at the temperature T = 60 MeV. In the early stage of a real heavy-ion collision, the relative momentum of the colliding nuclei determines the amount of inelastic collisions. In the present system in a box, we simulate this effect by this rather high temperature. Expecting that the Pauli blocking is not particularly important because of the high temperature, unlike in the situation of Ref. [2] , we turn off the Pauli blocking1 in all transport codes used in this comparison, so that the differences tied to other issues may be revealed clearly. A comparison in more realistic situations of heavy-ion collisions is currently in progress. The benefit of the present comparison in a box is that we know exactly all the physical quantities of this thermally and chemically equilibrated system to which the solution of transport equations should converge after a sufficiently long time. In fact, we will see that some of the reaction rates and the specific ratios of the chemical composition of particles are reproduced rather well by all transport codes. However, for some other important quantities, we also find unexpectedly large differences among the code results and relative to the equilibrium values. Without going into great detail, in Sec. IV, we give an overview of the most important aspects of the results. Although uncertainties in the transport-code results may be judged superficially from these results, a real understanding of its implications requires a deeper understanding of the transport equations and the methods used in solving them. After reviewing and preparing some theoretical backgrounds in Sec. V, we dedicate the later sections (Sec. VI, Sec. VII and Sec. VIII) to thorough analyses. We finally conclude that most of the differences among the results of the transport codes are due to issues related to their different methods of modeling, such as different implementations of common numerical methods and intentions to represent different physics details. Table I lists the 10 transport codes that participated in the present comparison. There are two types of transport theories that are widely used for heavy-ion collisions in the energy region considered in the present work. One type aims to solve the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) equation for the time evolution of the one-body phase-space distribution. One set of BUU codes employed in practice represent the phase-space distribution by using the test particle method. The solution to the BUU equation is then obtained by following the motions of these test particles in the mean field and the collisions between them. These codes are called the full-ensemble BUU codes if all pairs of test particles are considered for the possibility of collisions. There is another set of BUU codes, called the parallel-ensemble BUU codes, in which test particles are grouped into sub-ensembles with each containing the same number of test particles as that of the physical particles, and collisions are considered only within each sub-ensemble. 2 The other type of transport theory employed is the quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) model that puts more emphasis on many-body correlations. In this approach, wave packets, with each of them corresponding to a nucleon, move classically under the forces between them, which approximately corresponds to the propagation in the mean field. Wave packets can also collide and are scattered to random directions, which is similar to how the collision term is handled in the BUU codes. In the present comparison, since we turn off the mean-field interaction and the Pauli blocking in the collision term, the parallel-ensemble BUU codes are expected to work equivalently to the QMD codes.
II. PARTICIPATING CODES
Most of the participating codes are developed for studying heavy-ion collisions in the energy regime where the mean-field effects are indispensable. Since the propagation of particles in these codes is described by solving their equations of motion using certain time step ∆t, one would naturally ask what is the number of particle collisions and their ordering during this time step. For sufficiently small ∆t, the ordering of particle collisions should not matter much. In the previous comparison study presented in Ref. [2] , where only N N elastic collisions were considered and the ∆t was taken to be 0.5 or 1 fm/c, no significant differences were found among the results from different codes. In the present case, however, we find unexpectedly strong ∆t dependence in the results from many of these codes. One of the main outcomes of the present work is that we understand how this issue is caused by the adopted prescriptions for handling the sequence of particle collisions and decays of resonances.
Another key concept to understand the transport-code results is the correlation induced inevitably by the geometrical prescription used for treating particle collisions. In many transport codes, a pair of particles is assumed to collide at their closest approach if the distance is within the range of the cross section. Although this seems to be a physically reasonable prescription, it is not quite identical to the collision term in the BUU equation that does not include particle correlations. We have seen in the previous comparison study in Ref. [2] that particle correlations enhance the N N elastic collision rate in many codes, although impacts of this enhancement on observables are still not clear. In the present study with the inclusion of pions and ∆ resonances, we find that particle correlations can affect observables such as the π − /π + ratio. The correlation can, in principle, be a true physical effect, but we find that it sometimes affects the results as if the isospin symmetry were broken in transport codes. We will clarify how this can happen in these codes and how strongly it may affect some important observables.
III. HOMEWORK DESCRIPTION
The participating codes were to carry out box calculations for the present comparison under the conditions specified below.
A. Common setup
The system should be confined in a box with periodic boundary conditions in the same way as in Ref. [2] . The dimensions of the cubic box are L k = 20 fm with k = x, y, z. A particle that leaves the box on one side should be regarded as entering it from the opposite side with the same momentum. The only necessary change in the code is to redefine the separation ∆r i j,k = r i,k − r j,k between two points r i and r j to modulo(
where the modulo function is the remainder after division by L k , defined to take a value between 0 and L k . This method is completely sufficient and can cope with all aspects of calculations, as long as the characteristic lengths, such as the collision distance σ/π, are shorter than 1 2 L k . When a particle i has moved out of the box, the code may optionally shift the coordinate into the box as
The system is initialized with 1280 nucleons and without any other particles, which corresponds to the baryon number density ρ = 0.16 fm
with the box size L k = 20 fm. We study two cases of an isospin symmetric system, initialized with 640 neutrons and 640 protons [δ = (N − Z)/(N + Z) = 0], and an isospin asymmetric system, initialized with 768 neutrons and 512 protons (δ = 0.2, which is of the order of asymmetries reachable in real heavy-ion collisions). The positions of nucleons should be uniformly distributed in the box at initialization. The momenta of nucleons should be initialized by following the relativistic Boltzmann distribution
with the temperature parameter T = 60 MeV and the nucleon mass m N . For the box calculations considered in this paper, we deactivate nuclear mean field and electromagnetic interactions on any particle. We also turn off Pauli blocking of the final states of a collision. We further assume isotropic elastic scatterings with a constant cross section σ el = 40 mb for any pair of two baryons, i.e. for N N, N∆ and ∆∆, which help to thermalize these baryons. Inelastic cross sections are described later in detail. Any artificial threshold or cut on the c.m. energy or distance should not be implemented. For the nucleon and pion masses, they are taken to be m N = 0.938 GeV and m π = 0.139 GeV, respectively. 3 In all calculations, the system should be evolved from t = 0 to 150 fm/c. However, for the first 10 fm/c, we require to let the system evolve only with elastic scatterings for relaxation. For the time step, a value of ∆t = 0.5 or 1 fm/c is recommended. For QMD codes and parallel-ensemble BUU codes, simulations from 1000 events are carried out in each case, but only 10 events with 100 test particles per physical particle are required for the full-ensembled BUU codes. An exception in the latter case has been pBUU, operated for the comparison with 1 event at 1000 test particles per physical particle (see Sec. V F 7).
3 The pBUU code used slightly different masses.
B. N N ↔ N∆ processes
We choose the N N → N∆ cross section to be isotropic so that it agrees with the energy-dependent parametrization given in Ref. [47] for the isospin-averaged cross section. Considering the isospin dependence, it is given by4
for √ s > M th = 2m N + m π , and it is zero for √ s ≤ M th . The isospin Clebsh-Gordan factor is
for nnp∆ − , ppn∆ ++   1  4 for nnn∆ 0 , ppp∆ + , npn∆ + , npp∆ 0 0 otherwise.
The last factor P(m, s) in Eq. (2) represents a normalized probability distribution for the mass of produced ∆ and is taken to be [39] 
, and P(m, s) = 0 otherwise. Here A(m) is the spectral function of ∆, to be defined below, and p * (s, m N , m) is the momentum of a particle in the c.m. frame of the two particles with the given masses [see Eq. (29) below]. Because of this p * factor, the distribution P(m, s) vanishes at the upper bound m = √ s − m N . The probability distribution is normalized as
For the spectral function A(m) of ∆, we take a Breit-Wigner form
with M ∆ = 1.232 GeV and a mass-dependent width parameter
where q = p * (m 2 , m N , m π ) is the pion momentum in a ∆ → N π decay. With the normalization factorÃ = 0.95, the spectral function is approximately normalized,
Since Γ(m) vanishes at the threshold m = m N + m π , the distribution P(m, s) of Eq. (4), as well as the spectral function A(m), also vanishes at the threshold. The N∆ → N N cross section is related to the N N → N∆ cross section by the detailed balance condition,
= p * (s, m N , m). The spin degeneracy factors are g N = 2 and g ∆ = 4. It is also possible to define a transition matrix element in this context by
and to express the cross sections in a symmetric form as
with the relation for the matrix elements,
C. ∆ ↔ N π processes
In addition to the processes described above, the decay of ∆ → N π and its inverse process N π → ∆ are also taken into account in the present study. Any other processes to produce pions, such as the s-wave pion production are, however, turned off in this homework study. The pion absorption processes other than N π → ∆ are also turned off.
The rate for the decay ∆ → N π to a specific channel is
where the total decay width Γ(m) is the same as that in the ∆ spectral function A(m) [Eqs. (7) and (6)]. The isospin ClebshGordan factor is
The N π → ∆ cross section, related to the ∆ → N π rate by detailed balance, is
with g π = 1. The mass of produced ∆ is determined by the energy √ s in the c.m. frame, as expressed by the delta function on the right-hand side of the equation above.
IV. DIGEST OF RESULTS
A. Numbers of ∆ and π Figure 1 shows the time evolution of the numbers of particles in the case of an asymmetric system (δ = 0.2). The results from different codes are shown in different panels by colored thick lines. For the time interval of 0 < t < 150 fm/c in the calculations, the evolutions of ∆ and π are shown side by side in each panel. After the production of ∆ resonances sets in at t = 10 fm/c in our homework condition, the numbers of ∆ and π increase and reach equilibrium rather quickly in the time scale shown here. As a reference, results from the rate equation are shown by thin lines in each panel. The rate equation, which is described in Appendix B, assumes thermally equilibrated momentum distributions at any instant but without the assumption of chemical equilibrium. As a result, results from the rate equation do not have to agree quantitatively with those from the Boltzmann equation simulated by transport codes, in particular at early times. However, both results should agree at late times with those of an ideal relativistic Boltzmann-gas mixture at chemical equilibrium, which can be easily calculated exactly as in Appendix A. In the first part of this section, we focus on these equilibrated particle numbers at late times.
At a first glance of Fig. 1 , we find large deviations in the numbers of ∆ and π (N ∆ and N π ) among different codes and with respect to the reference case of the rate equation. Many codes (BUU-VM, IBUU, pBUU, RVUU and TuQMD) overestimate N π by 20% or more, while IQMD-IMP and JQMD underestimate it. The deviations of N ∆ are not as serious as those of N π in most codes, but it seems difficult to find any systematic rule tying the deviations of N π and N ∆ . However, some codes (IQMD-BNU, JAM and SMASH) agree with the reference case relatively well for both N π and N ∆ .
The difference in N ∆ and N π among codes is a serious issue because it will affect the predictions for heavy-ion collisions, where the number of finally emitted pions is related to N ∆ and N π at intermediate times. Furthermore, the difference in N ∆ and N π can affect the dynamics of heavy-ion collisions, when these particles are propagated under the mean-field potential. For example, since pions move rapidly because of their light masses, the codes with high N π are expected to predict rapid escape of many pions from the high-density region of heavyion collisions, while the codes with low N π , at the cost of high N ∆ , may predict that pions are emitted later and more equilibrated because of ∆ particles moving slower and staying longer in the dense region of the reaction.
Such large deviations in N π and N ∆ are surprising in view of the simple setup of the present homework with only the collision term without mean field and Pauli blocking. In principle, we cannot draw any reasonable conclusion until we can understand these deviations by undertaking detailed analyses in the later sections, and delving into the characteristics of individual codes. In this section, we thus only put forward statements that will be supported by the detailed analyses.
As mentioned in Sec. II, many codes rely on time steps to solve the transport equation. If we consider the fact that the N π → ∆ cross section is large and the lifetime of ∆ is not very long, the results may depend on the value of the time step ∆t. In the present comparison, many codes use ∆t = 0.5 fm/c except the BUU-VM and JQMD that use a larger value of ∆t = 1.0 fm/c. The large deviations of N π and N ∆ from JQMD in Fig. 1 are likely due to this choice of ∆t. On the other hand, two of the participating codes (JAM and SMASH) do not rely on time steps owing to their numerical method, in particular when the mean-field interaction is turned off. These are called time-step-free codes in the present paper. It is probably not accidental that these codes reproduce the true equilibrium values of N π and N ∆ very well as shown in Fig. 1 . Thus the treatment of time steps is a key issue in interpreting transport-code results. Detailed analyses are required to understand the different ways deviations emerge for different codes. In the later sections, we will find that the deviations in N π and N ∆ , which strongly depend on ∆t, are mainly due to the different ways collisions and decays are ordered within the same time step.
B. Isotopic ratios
In spite of the large deviations in the absolute numbers N π and N ∆ from these transport codes, one can see in Fig. 1 that the ratios among isospin species of π and ∆ are more or less as expected, i.e., the lines for particle numbers tend to be equally spaced in these semi-logarithmic plots as they should be in the ideal Boltzmann-gas mixture under chemical equilibrium. Thus one may still hope that transport codes can predict the isotopic ratios of these particles faithfully. The charged pion ratio π − /π + observed in heavy-ion collisions is expected to be sensitive to the high-density symmetry energy, since it depends on the neutron-to-proton ratio (n/p) in the compressed region. To reliably constrain the high-density symmetry energy from measured π − /π + ratio, transport codes are required to accurately describe the mechanism through which the information on n/p is reflected in the observed π − /π + ratio. In the present comparison, this problem is studied under the simple condition of nuclear matter in a box without the ambiguities due to the treatments of mean-field potentials, in-medium effects and the Pauli-blocking factors. Only after this is understood in a code, can it reliably predict the π − /π + ratio for heavy-ion collisions. To obtain a stringent constraint on the characteristics of nuclear symmetry energy at high density, beyond a rough discrimination between the soft and stiff density dependencies, an accuracy of at least 5% is needed for the predicted π − /π + ratio from a transport code.
For the isotopic ratios to assess among π − , π 0 and π + , and among ∆ − , ∆ 0 , ∆ + and ∆ ++ , we select the following three ratios of particle numbers:
These ratios are expected to depend strongly on the n/p ratio, e.g. π − /π + = (n/p) 2 for the π ratio in the chemically equilibrated ideal Boltzmann-gas mixture, which is expected to be realized in the transport models without the Pauli blocking and the Bose-Einstein enhancement. The π-like ratio is intermediate between the ∆(π-like) ratio and the π ratio. It corresponds to the observed π − /π + ratio if the equilibrated particles suddenly froze out and the decay of ∆ resonances were included.
In Fig. 2 , these ratios obtained by averaging the particle numbers over the times 90 < t < 150 fm/c, in which they are expected to have been equilibrated, are plotted with symbols. For the codes relying on time steps, the result with ∆t chosen by the code and that with ∆t = 0.2 fm/c are connected by a line to guide the eye. The results from the time-step-free codes (JAM and SMASH) agree relatively well with the ratios for the ideal Boltzmann-gas mixture in chemical equilibrium (horizontal dashed lines). For the π ratio (blue circles), the results from different codes spread around the expected value in the range of ±7%. The situation is better at smaller ∆t. In particular, many codes seem to converge almost to the correct value if the ∆t dependence of the ratios is linear. For the ∆(π-like) ratios (red squares), the agreement with the expected value is better than that for the π ratio in many cases even for large ∆t, and the dependence on ∆t is not as strong as for the π ratio, with more codes underestimating than overestimating this ratio. For the π-like ratio (green diamonds), which is most directly related to observables measured in heavy-ion collisions, a relatively good agreement of ±2% is found among all transport codes even with large ∆t. This is rather surprising in view of the larger deviations in the π ratio (blue circles) and in the absolute numbers of ∆ and π in Fig. 1 . The reason for this good agreement in the π-like ratio is given in the detailed analyses in later sections. These results thus suggest that transport codes can reliably predict the equilibrated value of the π-like ratio in the box configuration.
In heavy-ion collisions where pions are produced, the violent phase of the reaction ends within a few tens of fm/c, and therefore the box comparison at early times is as important as that of later time when the system reaches equilibrium. Figure 3 shows a similar comparison of the isotopic ratios of the numbers of particles averaged over the early times 10 < t < 30 fm/c. Now the reference value from the rate equation is shown by the horizontal dashed line for each ratio. As mentioned above, the rate equation does not assume chemical equilibrium but assumes thermal equilibration of momentum distributions, and therefore the transport-code results do not need to agree exactly with this reference value. In fact, these ratios predicted by transport codes are often slightly lower than the reference values, which may indicate some real dynamical effects. The behaviors of these ratios calculated at early times are similar to those at late times (Fig. 2 ) in some aspects, but there are also differences. For the π ratio (blue circles), deviations of more than ±7% are found among the transport-code results for large ∆t. Although many results tend to converge for smaller ∆t, they do not compare as well as in the case of late times. For the ∆(π-like) ratio (red squares) and the π-like ratio (green diamonds), we observe somewhat unorderly changes in predictions when ∆t is changed. Compared to the case at late times, there seems to be an additional effect of ∆t dependence that affects the three ratios similarly in most codes. For example, when ∆t is reduced, the ∆(π-like) and π-like ratios in BUU-VM, IBUU, IQMD-BNU and RVUU decrease more strongly, and those in IQMD-IMP, JQMD, pBUU and TuQMD increase more strongly than at late times.
The two full-ensemble BUU codes, namely pBUU (at ∆t → 0) and SMASH, agree well with each other for all three isotopic ratios at both early and late times. The JAM results are close to those of the full-ensemble BUU codes. The other QMD and parallel ensemble BUU codes show qualitatively different trends in the ∆t dependence, as mentioned above. For those codes that predict similar values of the π-like ratio at late times, they do not necessarily agree very well with each other at early times. When the results are linearly extrapolated to ∆t → 0, the three ratios in JQMD seem to converge to similar values as those in pBUU, SMASH and JAM. However, for the other codes, the deviations become larger when the results are extrapolated to ∆t → 0. The differences among different codes are still within a few percent level for the π-like ratio, though the results are not as reliable as at late times because of the remaining ∆t dependence.
The high-density symmetry energy may be constrained to some degree even with the uncertainty of a few percent in the transport-code results for the π-like ratio. However, a fundamental understanding is desirable, in particular if the uncertainty depends on whether the system is at equilibrium or not. The detailed analyses in later sections suggest that the correlations induced by the geometrical method prescribed for collisions need to be better controlled. Although correlations can in general exist physically, we will see later that those induced in transport codes sometimes can violate the isospin symmetry. The correlations are expected to be the strongest in the limit of ∆t → 0. A relation between the correlations and the non-equilibrium effects seems to cause these complicated behaviors of the isotopic ratios, in particular at early times. function f α (r, p, t) is
where the index α labels the different particle species, and m α is the rest mass of species α. In the present study, we include ∆(1232) resonances besides nucleons and pions, so that α ∈ N ∪ π ∪ ∆ with
In our study only the ∆ resonance is characterized by a spectral function. As it is usually done in transport simulations with particles of finite width, we treat the spectral function of such a particle as a mass distribution, such that the mass takes continuous values within the mass distribution. In the following, as well as in Eq. (18), we thus interpret ∆ resonances with different masses m as different particle species,
Each particle specified by an index α has a definite mass m α and satisfies the relativistic dispersion relation E = m 2 α + p 2 . A summation over the index α ∈ ∆ then includes an integration over the mass of ∆.
The collision term I α (r, p, t) in Eq. (18) generally includes different types of two-particle collisions and decays,
with each term expressed in terms of cross sections (σ) and/or decay rates (Γ) as5
The degeneracy factors g α are for spins, i.e., g α = 2 for α ∈ N, g α = 1 for α ∈ π, and g α = 4 for α ∈ ∆. The abbreviations f α , f β , f γ and f δ are for f α (r, p, t), f β (r, p 2 , t), f γ (r, p 3 , t) and f δ (r, p 4 , t), respectively. The subscripts in v , whose definition is given below, correspond to those in the momentum vectors p (≡ p 1 ), p 2 , p 3 and p 4 . Here, we do not consider the possible Pauli blocking of the final states. In each integrand, the energy and momentum conservations have to be imposed on the momentum vectors, and the solid angle Ω represents the direction of a momentum vector in the c.m. frame of the collision or decay. The decay rate in the computational frame (Γ ), which in the present study is the rest frame of the box, is related to that in the rest frame of the decaying particle (Γ) by a Lorentz factor, e.g., (27) with E 3 = m 2 γ + p 2 3 . The quantity v , which agrees with the relative velocity of the colliding particles for colinear motion, is linked to the relative velocity v * observed in the c.m. frame 5 The Ω integration is conventionally over the 4π solid angles. The angleintegrated total cross section is related to the differential cross section by
, where δ αβ = 1, if α and β are identical particles, and δ αβ = 0, otherwise. We do not consider here resonances decaying into two identical particles.
of the colliding particles according to the relation
where √ s = E * 3 + E * 4 is the total energy in the c.m. frame of the colliding particles, and the momentum p * of a particle in that frame is given by
B. Test particles
To solve the Boltzmann equation numerically, the distribution functions are represented in terms of finite elements, so-called test particles [48] , as
where N tp is the number of test particles per physical particle, and g α is the spin degeneracy factor. Each test particle i of particle species α i has its time-dependent coordinate r i and momentum p i , and contributes to the distribution function with the shape functions G andG, which can be δ functions or normalized Gaussian functions. Since reactions and decays are considered here, test particles may change their identities α i as well as may be created and annihilated. Note that we follow the convention of = c = 1 in the present study. The test particles can be regarded as samples randomly taken from the distribution functions, and therefore some fluctuations are induced as a result of the finite value of N tp . If there were no collision term in the Boltzmann equation [Eq. (18) ], the solution would be obtained from the classical deterministic motions of test particles. With the collision term, one may in principle consider an ensemble of final states for a collision, e.g. populating different reaction channels and scattering angles, by splitting the test particles with suitably reduced weights assigned to them. In practice, however, only one sample is randomly selected for the final state of a collision or a decay, so that the number N tp is kept constant. Of course, the fluctuations induced by the finite number of test particles are expected to disappear in the limit of N tp → ∞.
The BUU codes aim to solve the Boltzmann equation [Eq. (18)] by choosing a relatively large but finite number for N tp such as N tp = 100. The choice of N tp in BUU is an issue in the trade-off between the numerical accuracy and the computational time. On the other hand, the QMD codes adopt N tp = 1, i.e., each test particle corresponds to a physical particle, so that large fluctuations are induced and the exact solution of the Boltzmann equation is not accurately reproduced. This is an intention of the QMD model to go beyond the Boltzmann equation by incorporating physical fluctuations and correlations. Physical fluctuations can also be introduced to the Boltzmann or the BUU equation by an additional fluctuation term, which leads to the Boltzmann-Langevin equation.
There exist some codes which implement such a term approximately [49, 50] . In practice, the finite number of test particles also contributes to fluctuations. We may naively expect that the difference between BUU and QMD is not so important in the present case, though it is important in the general cases when including the Pauli blocking and mean field, with the representation of the distribution function affecting the time evolution, e.g. as seen in Ref. [2] .
C. Numerical integration with time steps
Most of the participating codes in the present study solve the Boltzmann equation approximately by introducing time steps of a finite size ∆t. If ∆t is sufficiently small, the details of the method described below would not affect the results. However, in the results of the present work, we find that common choices of ∆t, such as ∆t = 0.5 fm/c, may not be small enough, and the results may depend on the adopted numerical prescriptions.
The Boltzmann equation [Eq. (18)] may be formally integrated for a time interval
2 ∆t] during the k-th time step as
where the index of the particle species α and the phase-space coordinates (r, p) are suppressed in f α (r, p, t) and others for brevity, while the dependence on the distribution function is indicated explicitly for the collision term I[ f ]. The integral for the propagation term during the time interval
represents the free motions of particles in the present study. It can include the mean-field term in general. The integral for the collision term I[ f (τ)] is more complicated. With the distribution function f (t k − 1 2 ∆t) known at the beginning of the k-th time step but f (τ) not known for τ in the interval
2 ∆t], some approximations are necessary to evaluate the integrals over τ for the propagation and the collisions. By using the test particle representation [Eq. (30)] for the phase-space distribution functions in Eqs. (24), (25) and (26) , the collision integral I[ f (τ)] can be written as a sum
with each term I (q) corresponding to a specific pair of two colliding test particles, i.e. q = (i, j), or a test particle that can decay q = i. The loss and gain terms due to the same collision or decay should be included in the same term I (q) . The integral for the collision term in Eq. (31) can then be expressed as
To calculate the time evolution of the system, the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (31) are evaluated sequentially from left to right using Eq. (33) normally by staggering the integration of mean-field and collision terms. First, the propagation term P[ f , t k − 1 2 ∆t, t k ] is evaluated as if there are no collisions and decays, so that we can define
and evaluate it by letting test particles move along the classical trajectories. Next, the collision terms are evaluated following the sequence q = 1, 2, . . . , Q as
where the function
, is determined by the free propagation (even in the case with mean field) with the condition
In the numerical calculation, one of the possible outcomes, e.g. the reaction channel and the scattering angle, in a collision is determined randomly in the implementation of the collision integral of Eq. (35), so that f
is always represented by test particles. The momenta of test particles are usually changed by a collision I (q) , while the spatial coordinates are not. Particle identities may be changed by a collision or a decay, such as a baryon from N to ∆, and a meson, such as the pion, may be created or annihilated. Finally, f
In practical calculations, this final propagation and the first propagation in the next time step may occur at the same time because of the propagation
The results of this widely adopted method of solving the Boltzmann equation may lead to errors most likely of the linear order in ∆t. However, in some special cases such as the N N collision rates in the nucleon gas in a box studied in Ref. [2] , the inaccuracy due to the finite value of ∆t seems to have little impact. On the other hand, using a finite number of test particles causes another kind of deviation of transport-code results from the solution of the Boltzmann equation due to the correlations induced by collisions, as we discussed in Ref. [2] . In the present work, they are found to affect the results in a rather surprising way. The essential difference from the case of Ref. [2] is that baryons can change their identities and pions can get created or absorbed in the inelastic processes N N ↔ N∆ and N π ↔ ∆. In the next two subsections, we give considerations on these issues, which are indispensable for understanding the results of transport codes in the present work. In particular, the potential sources of violation of isospin symmetry are discussed.
D. Sequence of collisions and decays
The evaluation of the collision term using Eq. (35) apparently depends on the order of the sequence in which collisions and decays are considered in a given time interval. To study this effect, we denote by C k the list of collision pairs and by D k the list of unstable particles during the k-th time step. Although the way the collision pairs within C k are ordered can be an important issue, we first discuss the issue on the ordering of C k and D k .
There are various ways to decide the sequence of collisions and decays, and they are depicted for various methodologies in Fig. 4 . In panel (a), the sequence is chosen to be (C k , D k ) during a time step, i.e., collisions occur first for all pairs in some order and are then followed by decays. The horizontal axis in this figure shows the progress of the sequence q in Eq. (35) or the computational steps. The two lines for N ∆ and N π indicate an illustrative example of the change of the numbers of ∆ and π, respectively, during the progress of the sequence. As particle numbers have achieved approximate equilibrium in this case, N ∆ increases on average during the collisions in C k sequence and decreases by the decays in D k . The number N π always monotonically decreases in C k processes and increases in D k . It should be noted that the particles are actually propagated by P k+1 after all the processes in C k and D k have completed. The symbols on the vertical solid lines indicate the numbers of these propagated particles.
In another method, corresponding to the results shown in panel (b) of Fig. 4 , the sequence (D k , C k ), which is opposite to the case of (a), is chosen. By comparing (a) and (b), we can easily expect that the method (b) gives relatively large N ∆ and small N π compared to the method (a). The difference between these two methods might seem nothing more than the issue of at which stage the numbers of particles are counted, because the sequence
However, since the particles at the time-step boundaries are propagated, these methods can result in different evolutions of the system.
The reasons for these potential inaccuracies in these methods can be argued in the following way. In method (a), pions produced in D k cannot be absorbed during the same time step, and this thus leads to too large an N π . Since ∆ particles produced in C k decay in D k during the full time-step interval ∆t as if they had existed since the beginning of the time step [see Eq. (35) ], N ∆ is thus reduced. The opposite arguments apply to the method (b), i.e., ∆ particles created in C k have no chance to decay in the same time step and pions produced in D k can interact in C k as if it had existed since the beginning of the time step, resulting in too large an N ∆ and too small an N π in the method (b).
These shortcomings of methods (a) and (b) may be avoided by treating collisions and decays in a more democratic way. In the method shown in panel (c) of Fig. 4 , collisions and decays are mixed by inserting the decays of particles at different places in the list C k of collision pairs. This sequence is denoted by (C&D) k in panel (c). A technical difficulty in this method is how to handle the list of reactions in a sequence when a pion is created in the process ∆ → N π. In principle, it should be reasonable to update the list in some way to allow the collisions of the created pion. However, in the specific code (IBUU) of panel (c), the collisions of a created pion are ignored until the next time step. The appearance of such and '∆' ↔ 'π' are chosen to be similar to the reaction rates for N N ↔ N∆ and ∆ ↔ N π, respectively, in the system of ideal gas mixture studied in the homework. The numbers N ∆ and N π are also similar to those in the latter system, but with N ∆ shifted upward by 25 relatively to N π to avoid the overlap of lines in the figure. Given the qualitative insights to be gained here, numerical scales are suppressed.
stealth pions will weaken the absorption of pions and thus the method may overpredict N π . In the figure, the solid lines do not include stealth particles, while the dotted lines show the numbers including stealth particles. Other methods illustrated in panels (d)-(h) in Fig. 4 are discussed later after more context is built up.
The ordering of particle pairs in C k can also be an issue, particularly if it can cause conflicts with the symmetries of the system, such as the isospin symmetry and the forward-backward symmetry in collisions of two identical nuclei. Many of the participating codes usually construct a list of particles at the initialization of an event and then make the list of collision pairs by taking particles from the particle list in a fixed order. For example, in box simulations, some codes may make the particle list by first listing all the protons and then neutrons. Then in C k for a time step, pp collisions tend to take place in the early part of the sequence, while nn collisions occur in the later part. Although these details do not seem to affect the results in Ref. [2] , where only elastic N N collisions are considered, they may cause problems when particles can change identities by collisions. For example, when a ∆ ++ particle is produced from pp → n∆ ++ in an early part of C k , it can be absorbed via ∆ ++ n → pp by colliding with one of the neutrons later in C k in the same time step. On the other hand, after the creation of a ∆ − particle from nn → p∆ − in a later part of C k , it cannot be absorbed via p∆ − → nn in the same time step because collisions with protons have already been included in C k . This difference between ∆ ++ and ∆ − interactions induces an unphysical asymmetry between their numbers that are propagated after C k . In the present work, many code authors have noticed this problem and modified their codes before obtaining the final results. The problem can be avoided if the list of collision pairs is obtained by taking particles from the particle list in a random order, which has been done already in Ref. [2] within TuQMD. Some codes have chosen instead to randomly or evenly order the protons and neutrons in the particle list at initialization. More on this can be found in Sec. V F for code-specific details.
There is another type of codes, corresponding to panel (h) of Fig. 4 . These codes do not assume any predefined order of the collision-decay sequence, and therefore are free from the problems discussed above, so the formulation in Sec. V C does not apply to them. In these codes (JAM and SMASH), collisions and decays take place according to their event times, and each particle is propagated between the two events. A collision happens when the distance between the two particles is minimum in their center-of-mass frame. The time for the decay of each unstable particle is determined randomly according to the decay rate, when it is created in the final state of a collision. After every event of collision or decay, the list of future events is then updated. These codes are thus time-step free as far as the combination of free propagation and collision term is concerned.
E. Correlations induced by collisions
To evaluate each term in Eq. (33) for the pair q = (i, j) of particles, many codes use the geometrical conditions to determine if collisions can occur as introduced in Ref. [47] by Bertsch and Das Gupta, possibly with some modifications. In this method, each pair (i, j) of particles would undergo a collision when they reach the closest approach in the two-particle c.m. frame and if the distance d * i j at this time in that frame is within the interaction range, d * i j ≤ σ tot /π. In BUU codes employing the full-ensemble method, the pair should be considered for test particles and the distance condition should be
The evaluation of the integral I (q) in Eq. (35) in a transport code corresponds to letting the pair collide when it is determined that the distance condition is satisfied during this time-step interval
2 ∆t] that is defined in the computational frame. There are some variants of the distance condition as described in Ref. [2] for the case of including only N N elastic collisions. In the case there are several collision channels for the pair (i, j), one should use the total cross section σ tot in the distance condition. When a collision occurs, a channel is then selected based on the ratio of its partial cross section to the total cross section. A scattered particle thereafter changes its momentum and possibly its identity, e.g., from a nucleon to a ∆ particle with certain mass, and it may later also collide with other particles with its new properties in the sequence for the same time step, except in the IQMD-BNU code which treats scattered particles as partially stealth until the end of the time step (see Sec. V F 3).
It should be noted that all collisions occur locally in the Boltzmann equation since the collision terms [Eqs. (24) , (25) and (26)] include distribution functions only at a single spatial coordinate r. With the geometrical condition for collisions, two particles are separated by some distance when they collide. Although this problem is unavoidable in solving transport equations using the test particle method, it can be eliminated by taking the limit of N tp → ∞ in full-ensemble BUU codes. On the other hand, nuclear interactions are of finite range in nature, whose effect is, however, not accounted for in the Boltzmann equation. The above non-local collisions induced in the test particle realization of transport models are closely related to the problem of correlations induced by collisions to be discussed below in detail.
A typical case of what we have termed higher-order correlations in Ref. [2] is depicted in Fig. 5 . Right after the elastic collision of two nucleons N i and N j ,6 they are spatially close to each other when collisions are treated using the geometrical method. These two particles are not allowed to repeat collisions because all the interactions between them should have been taken into account by the first N i N j collision. Such simple correlations thus lead to spurious collisions, which can 6 The subscript attached to a particle denotes the index in the particle list.
and N j after the N i N j elastic collision and the scattering of N i (or N j ) by another particle X. This correlation enhances the possibility of the second N i N j collision leading to
The higher-order correlation (N∆) nnx induced between N i and ∆ j after N i N j → N i ∆ j and the scattering of N i (or ∆ j ) by another particle X. This correlation enhances the possibility of the
be technically avoided if one lets each particle carry the identifier of its most recent collision. For example, after the first N i N j → N i N j collision, N i and N j have the same collision identifier that would forbid them to collide with each other again unless after one of them has been scattered by some other particle X, resulting in a new collision identifier. If the scattering by X happens soon after the first N i N j collision, the two nucleons are still close in space and thus have a higher chance of undergoing the second N i N j collision than what is expected for uncorrelated two nucleons. This higher-order correlation is denoted by (N N) nnx in the present paper.7 The correlation will enhance the chance of the second N i N j collision, which affects the N i N j → N i ∆ j reaction rate in our present case as well as the elastic collision rate.
N∆ correlation without the effects of pions
As a simple example of correlations uniquely tied to the present investigation, we consider those for a ∆ particle. Because of the not very long lifetime of ∆, some existing ∆ particles should have been created not too long ago in N i N j → N i ∆ j reactions. Since converting N j to ∆ j reduces the kinetic energy, the relative velocity between N i and ∆ j becomes smaller, and therefore N i is likely closer to ∆ j in space. Thus, for an existing ∆, its chance to find a nucleon nearby is larger than that is expected from the one-body nucleon density. Such a correlation is not present in the Boltzmann equation. However, after the N i N j → N i ∆ j reaction, ∆ j should not be directly absorbed by N i by the N i ∆ j → N i N j reaction because all the interactions between particles i and j should have been taken into account by the first N i N j collision unless any other particles participated. Although such spurious repetition of collisions are forbidden in transport codes as mentioned above, higher-order correlations may still be present. As depicted in Fig. 6 , the pair of N i and ∆ j can undergo another collision if one of them has been scattered by another particle X. If not enough time has passed after the first N i N j → N i ∆ j reaction, the two particles N i and ∆ j are still close in space and thus have a large chance to undergo the process N i ∆ j → N i N j . This higher-order correlation between N i and ∆ j is denoted by (N∆) nnx . In case the total cross section of the first N i N j collision is small compared to the N i ∆ j cross section, whether the two particles have a significant (N∆) nnx correlation depends on the mean free time τ free for N i and ∆ j after the first reaction, their relative velocity v rel , and the cross section σ tot [N i ∆ j ]. In QMD codes and in BUU codes with the parallel-ensemble method, the condition for reinteraction is
For BUU codes using the full-ensemble method, the effect of higher-order correlations between test particles is expected to be weak because
We note that such higher-order correlations are not considered in the Boltzmann equation. Although such correlations can in principle physically exist in some way, they are not necessarily induced correctly by the prescription described here. The existence of higher-order correlations is an issue essentially independent of the numerical integration with a finite time step (Sec. V C) and the issue of the collision-decay sequence (Sec. V D). Correlations should exist even in the limit of ∆t → 0. In fact, it is rather expected that the effect of correlations may be weak with a choice of a large ∆t since the same pair of particles is only allowed to collide once in each time step.
As seen in Ref. [2] , higher-order correlations can lead to higher collision rates. Although it is not a priori clear how correlations may affect the actual dynamics in heavy-ion collisions and of systems in a box, they need to be well understood to not cause significant unphysical effects such as the violation of important symmetries. An example is the potential risk of violation of isospin symmetry due to the (N∆) nnx correlation. Let us consider a series of processes such as
is large, the correlation enhances the absorption of ∆ − and therefore suppresses the number of ∆ − (and ∆ ++ for the same reason). On the other hand, for a ∆ 0 particle produced from either n i n j → n i ∆ 0 j or
The higher-order correlation (N π) dx induced between N j and π k after ∆ j → N j π k and the scattering of N j by another particle X. This correlation may enhance the possibility for the N j π k → ∆ j reaction.
is not as large as σ tot [p∆ − ] due to the isospin Clebsh-Gordan coefficients for these inelastic channels. Therefore, the suppression of the numbers of ∆ 0 and ∆ + is expected to be weaker than that of ∆ − and ∆ ++ . This asymmetry among the different species of ∆ arises even in isospin-symmetric systems, which contradicts the isospin symmetry. In applications of transport codes, it is important to ensure that such a violation of isospin symmetry is not so large as to significantly affect the physical observables.
The environment around the colliding pair of particles can influence the strength of correlations. Let us consider a neutron-rich environment and nucleon collisions that yield a ∆, such as p i p j → n i ∆ ++ j . The superfluous n i ∆ ++ j collision potentially leading to n i ∆ ++ j → p i p j occurs in the presence of many potential n∆ ++ j collisions where n are uncorrelated with ∆ ++ j . However, if the collision producing a ∆ is n i n j → p i ∆ − j , then the superfluous p i ∆ − j collision occurs in the presence of fewer p∆ − j collisions. The latter superfluous collision represents a greater relative error than a superfluous collision for the case of n i ∆ ++ j , tilting isospin symmetry. This possible asymmetry in the effect of correlations on ∆ ++ and ∆ − (or the asymmetry on ∆ + and ∆ 0 for a similar reason) does not necessarily imply a violation of isospin symmetry because it originates from the asymmetry of the environment around colliding particles.
Correlations with the participation of pions
As for the (N∆) nnx correlation (Fig. 6 ), higher-order correlations between a pion and a nucleon can be induced through the ∆ ↔ N π reactions with the participation of an extra particle X as in Fig. 7 . This (N π) dx correlation is expected to enhance the absorption of π k by N j , and this effect is the strongest for N j π k = nπ − or pπ + because of their largest cross sections among the different isospin channels. A result from this correlation is an enhanced production of ∆ − and ∆ ++ , indicating a violation of isospin symmetry. However, this correlation may become weaker if the pion π k is more likely absorbed by one of many other nucleons before the sequence N j X → N j X and N j π k → ∆ j can take place as shown in Fig. 7 .
There are other types of correlations that do not require the participation of another particle X to have an impact. Besides the (N∆) nnx correlation (Fig. 6) , the correlation between N and ∆ can be induced when a pion is transferred from a ∆ particle
The correlation (N∆) dpn induced between N j and ∆ i after the pion transfer from ∆ j to N i . This correlation enhances the possibility of the N j ∆ i collision such as
The correlation (N π) nnd between π k and N i after a N i N j → N i ∆ j collision and the ∆ j → N j π k decay. It gives rise to the (N∆) nndp correlation between N j and ∆ i , after the absorption of π k by N i . These correlations may enhance the possibility of a
to a nucleon as in Fig. 8 . After the decay of ∆ j , the pion π k is absorbed by N i from the surrounding nucleons. Since the pion absorption N i π k → ∆ i can happen immediately after the decay of ∆ due to the strong pion absorption, ∆ i and N j can often be spatially close to each other, leading to a stronger correlation. This (N∆) dpn correlation may affect the isospin symmetry through at least three possible effects. First, ∆ ++ and ∆ − from the pion transfer reactions ∆ j → N j π k and N i π k → ∆ i cannot be absorbed by a proton and a neutron, respectively, because the corresponding reaction ∆N → N N is not possible, thus reducing the chance of a correlation effect when ∆ i is ∆ − or ∆ ++ . Second, since the N π cross section is large, the distance between N i and π k in Fig. 8 is not generally very small when treating collisions by using the geometrical method as in most transport models. This weakens the correlation between ∆ i and N j when the N i π k in the intermediate state has the largest cross section. Third, the impact of the (N∆) dnp correlation for the N∆ → N N process in Fig. 8 on the isospin violation can be similar to that of the (N∆) nnx correlation in Fig. 6 . While the numbers of ∆ 0 and ∆ + , relative to ∆ − and ∆ ++ , are suppressed by the first two effects, they are enhanced by the last effect.
Depending on the way a transport code treats particle collisions during a time step, a pion may be absorbed not only by one of the uncorrelated surrounding nucleons, but also by the nucleon (N i ) that triggered its production, as shown in Fig. 9 . After the production of π k from ∆ j → N j π k , its absorption again by N j is forbidden8 since it is evidently a spurious process. However, since the lifetime of ∆ is short and the relative 8 When π k is created in some codes, its position is chosen in such as way that π k is not directly absorbed by N j in the geometrical method. Alternatively,
With such a correlation (N π) nnd , the N π → ∆ rate is expected to be higher than in the case without correlations, resulting in a lower number of π and a higher number of ∆. Again, there is the risk of violation of isospin symmetry. For example, when π k is π − , N i is more likely a proton than a neutron, as may be intuitively expected from the charge conservation, leading to an enhanced production of ∆ 0 from the collision of pπ − . A similar consideration for π + leads to an enhanced production of ∆ + . Since only ∆ 0 and ∆ + can be produced when π k is π 0 , the (N π) nnd correlation thus enhances the production of ∆ 0 and ∆ + relative to that of ∆ − and ∆ ++ , even in isospin-symmetric systems, which violates isospin symmetry. It should be noted that, after the pion absorption, ∆ i and N j can directly interact so that the correlation between them, called (N∆) nndp , may also be important when the (N π) nnd correlation is strong, even though this N∆ correlation is formally of a higher order compared to the other (N∆) nnx and (N∆) dpn correlations in Figs. 6 and 8. The effects of this N∆ correlation on the isospin violation should be similar to those of (N∆) nnx and (N∆) dpn .
F. Code-specific comments
Details of collision treatment in participating codes have been compared in Ref. [2] . For the case of only N N elastic collisions, some of the deviations among the code results are associated with differences in those details. For the sake of present work, some codes have introduced improvements above the past or chosen other options compared to what was discussed in Ref. [2] . These changes are described here for completeness.
BUU-VM
In Ref. [2] , the list of collision pairs is constructed by taking particles in a fixed order from the particle list that is given in the initialization, e.g., as (p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p 640 , n 641 , . . . , n 1280 ) in the case of the symmetric system, so that the collision pairs are chosen sequentially in the order of (p 1 , p 2 ), (p 1 , p 3 ) , . . . , (p 1 , n 1280 ) , . . . , (n 1279 , n 1280 ) during a time step. In the present work, however, the particle list is initialized at t = 0 of every event in such a way that protons and neutrons are ordered evenly or randomly in the list.
the same collision/decay identifier may be given to π k and N j to forbid the direct absorption. 9 Only a single code (JAM) requires a scattering of N i or ∆ j by some other particle X, before N i + π k → ∆ i is allowed. This is implemented by using the same collision identifier of ∆ j for N j and π k . In general, the appropriate treatment should depend on the cross sections used in individual codes to describe N N → N N π and N N → N N scatterings. In the present work, however, since a common set of cross sections is specified in the homework, the correlations affect the results differently depending on the treatment.
IBUU
The time dilation effect is ignored in Ref. [2] but it is now taken into account by the gamma factor for the Lorentz transformation from the computational frame to the two-particle center-of-mass frame, i.e., the time condition in Table IV of Ref. [2] has been changed to |t * coll − t * 0 | < 1 2 ∆t/γ. The ordering of collisions of particle pairs has also been changed so that it is randomized at every time step.
IQMD-BNU
The option of the collision order has changed from the fixed ordering of baryon pairs in Ref. [2] to an ordering that is randomized at every time step.
When two baryons collide, one of them is checked whether it has already experienced a collision with another baryon in the same time step. The collision is allowed only if this is the first collision for it in the time step. This extra condition is imposed in the present work, as well as in Ref. [2] .
IQMD-IMP
No changes have been introduced in the IQMD-IMP code. In particular, particle pairs are chosen for collisions in a fixed order, as in Ref. [2] .
JAM
In this code, a causal inconsistency exists because a collision between two particles occurs when they are at two different space-time points. In the standard setting of JAM, adopted in Ref. [2] , some collisions are removed to avoid causal inconsistency. However, this setting is changed so that all collisions are included in the present work. This change helps the code to reproduce the number of pions in an ideal Boltzmann-gas mixture.
JQMD
As stated in Ref. [2] , collision ordering is fixed but nucleons are ordered evenly in the present work to avoid isospin-dependent bias. At initialization, protons and neutrons are ordered following the pattern (p, n, p, n, . . .) for the symmetric (δ = 0) system, and the pattern of the form (n, p, n, p, n, n, p, n, p, n, . . .) for the asymmetric (δ = 0.2) system.
pBUU
In pBUU, as explained in detail in Ref. [2] , collisions within a spatial cell volume V cell and a time-step interval ∆t are calculated following Monte Carlo integration of the collision integral using test particles in the cell to sample the phase-space distribution ahead of collisions. Thus the collision can occur between any two test particles in a cell. To prevent excessive sampling, a subsample of pairs is randomly selected for potential collisions, and they are tested for collisions at enhanced probability. This method is designed to run at a high testparticle number. The homework calculations were performed with N tp = 1000, as well as in Ref. [2] .
When a test particle has changed its identity by a collision, e.g. from a nucleon to a ∆ particle, its collisions later in the same time step are artificially turned off, i.e., it is a stealth particle until the end of the time step. Between two time steps for collisions, all the existing particles are propagated for the time interval ∆t.
In the present work, stealth particles mentioned above are changed to be 'superactive' in the subsequent time step to compensate for the reduction of the collision and decay rates they were subject to. The collision and decay rates of such a superactive particle are increased by 50%. In Fig. 4 , a superactive particle is treated as yielding a contribution of 1.5 to the counted number of particles.
RVUU
The code is run in the parallel ensemble mode in the present work while it was run in the full ensemble mode in Ref. [2] . The total cross section is directly used in the distance criterion πd * 2 ⊥ < σ tot for a collision.
SMASH
SMASH version 1.1, which is equivalent to the current version 1.6 for the collision treatment, was used in the fullensemble mode with N tp = 100. In elastic collisions, only the momenta of particles are changed, with their positions unchanged. However, in inelastic collisions, such as N N ↔ N∆ and N π → ∆, the outgoing particles are placed at 1 2 (r 1 + r 2 ), where r 1,2 are the coordinates of incoming particles in the computational frame. The default collision algorithm applies a cross section cutoff at σ max /N tp = 200/N tp mb, which in this paper was increased to σ max /N tp = 1000/N tp mb.
TuQMD
The treatment of baryon-baryon collisions is the same as in Ref. [2] . When a pion is created by ∆ → N π, its position is randomly determined inside a sphere with a radius of about 0.3 fm and centered at the resulting nucleon. The pion is allowed to be absorbed by this nucleon, as well as by other surrounding nucleons, after they are propagated for one time step [see Fig. 4(g) ], if the geometrical condition is met.
VI. N∆ SYSTEM
The present transport-code comparison focuses on the tests of the collision and decay terms in a simple setup by turning off mean-field interactions and Pauli blocking. However, compared to the case with only N N elastic collisions, the collision term here is much more complicated with many input parameters. Differences between codes may arise from various ingredients in treating the collision and decay processes and from the numerical methods and prescriptions used in different parts of individual codes. To isolate the problems as much as possible, we limit ourselves in this section to the case with only nucleons and ∆ particles by artificially turning off the decay of ∆. The spectral function of ∆ still has a width. The interpretation of results is thus much easier than in the case with pions, which is studied in Sec. VII. This simplification is also useful for understanding some effects due to the different ways collisions are treated in transport codes.
A. Results
We first consider the code comparison for the simple case of having only the N N → N∆ reaction, but not the backward N∆ → N N reaction. Starting with the initial condition of only 1280 nucleons, the number of ∆ gradually increases due to the N N → N∆ reactions that start at t = 10 fm/c as specified in the homework condition. Figure 10 shows the time evolution of the N N → N∆ reaction rates to create ∆ − , ∆ 0 , ∆ + and ∆ ++ , in an asymmetric system (δ = 0.2). Since the initial nucleon energy is converted to the mass of ∆ resonance through the reaction N N → N∆, the N N reaction rate decreases rapidly at early times. For comparison, we also show by thin lines the results from solving the rate equation, which assumes thermal momentum distributions at any instant of time, as described in Appendix B. The latter assumption is a good approximation since the N N elastic collision rate at T = 60 MeV is 213 c/fm and is much higher than the N N → N∆ rate. In fact, the results of many transport codes agree with the solution of the rate equation, except for BUU-VM and JQMD that have slightly higher reaction rates.
The comparison for the case with both N N → N∆ and N∆ → N N reactions is represented in Fig. 11 . The colored thick lines show the time evolution of the numbers of ∆ − , ∆ 0 , ∆ + and ∆ ++ calculated by different codes for the asymmetric (δ = 0.2) system. After a few tens of fm/c, these numbers almost reach equilibrium. Their values are more or less equally spaced in these semi-logarithmic plots, which is expected for an ideal Boltzmann-gas mixture. In many codes, the equilibrated numbers agree well with those from the rate-equation solution shown in the figures by thin black lines. However, there are slight deviations for some codes. Reasons for these deviations have not been fully understood, except for the pBUU code where the high number of ∆ can be understood from its treatment of collisions. As explained in Sec. V F 7 for this code, the ∆ particle created in a time step is a stealthy particle until the end of the same time step, thus resulting in a suppression of the N∆ → N N reaction, even though the effect is partially compensated by turning the stealth particles to be 'superactive' in the next time step. Since the rate of the N∆ → N N reaction is 7.99 c/fm and the number of existing ∆ is about 36.7 for the asymmetric system (δ = 0.2) in the ideal gas mixture in chemical equilibrium (see Appendix A), the chance for a created ∆ to be absorbed within the same time step is not negligible. 10 A closer look at Fig. 11 indicates that there are some irregularities in the spacing between the numbers of ∆, and they can be more clearly seen in Fig. 12 where the ratio (∆ 0 ∆ + )/(∆ − ∆ ++ ) calculated from the numbers of ∆ in different charge states is displayed. Although this ratio should be one for the Boltzmann gas of any asymmetry δ at chemical equilibrium, results from many codes show an excess of ∆ 0 and ∆ + compared to ∆ − and ∆ ++ . In most codes, this problem exists in both the asymmetric (the right point in each panel) and the symmetric system (the left point), and it can be explained by the higher-order (N∆) nnx correlation (Fig. 6) induced by the way the N∆ → N N reaction is implemented in transport codes. Since the violation of isospin symmetry among the four species of ∆, even in the symmetric (δ = 0) system, is unphysical, it may affect some important observables such as the π − /π + ratio in heavy-ion collisions.
In Fig. 13 , we show in the upper panels the √ s distributions of the N N → N∆ (blue open squares) and N∆ → N N (red filled circles) reaction rates at late times 90 < t < 150 fm/c. For such rates (and particle numbers in later sections) summed over the isospin channels, the quantitative results depend on the asymmetry δ of the system only weakly. The figure is for the symmetric system, but any discussion on these results does not depend on δ. Because of the detailed balance relation, the two distributions of N N → N∆ and N∆ → N N should agree, and this is roughly the case in transport-code results. The thin line in each panel is what is expected from the ideal Boltzmann-gas mixture, which can be calculated from Eq. (B8) and the particle densities in the ideal gas mixture (Appendix A). The good agreement between the two distributions indicates that the particle momenta in transport-code calculations have reached the thermal distribution at the expected temperature. The deviations of the transport-code results from that of the ideal gas are shown in the lower panels in a magnified scale. It is seen that the full-ensemble BUU code (pBUU and SMASH) seems to be consistent with the expected ideal-gas rate at least for the total rates integrated over the previous comparison in Ref. [2] , in that the reaction rate in IQMD-BNU is lower than those in other QMD codes both in Ref. [2] and here, and in that the reaction rate in IBUU agrees with the expected result with higher-order correlations even though the time dilation effect is ignored in Ref. [2] , while it is taken into account in the present comparison (see Sec. V F 2). The slightly higher reaction rates in BUU-VM (and maybe also in JQMD) seem to be related to those in Fig. 10 for the case without the backward N∆ → N N reaction. In most cases, these deviations in the calculated reaction rates do not seem to affect much the equilibrated number of ∆, as shown in Fig. 11 . This is possible when both the forward and backward reaction rates deviate by similar factors from the expected value.
With a closer look at the lower panels of Fig. 13 , we find that the quality of agreement between the distributions of N N → N∆ and N∆ → N N reactions depends on the code. Disagreements appear in different ways not only around the peak, but also in the low and high energy regions. Compared to the others, relatively good agreements are seen for BUU-VM, IBUU, IQMD-BNU, IQMD-IMP, JAM and TuQMD. It seems difficult to relate the quality of agreement to the described prescriptions of the strategies in the codes, except for SMASH with a cutoff imposed on cross sections (see Sec. V F 9), which can cause a deficiency of the N∆ → N N rate at low energies. In all cases, the integrated rates of forward and backward reactions agree well with each other, resulting in the equilibration of the number of ∆ in each code at late times displayed in Fig. 11 .
B. Summary of results for the N∆ system
In the studied case of the N∆ system without pions, we have obtained reasonable agreements among codes and also with respect to the reference case of ideal gas mixture. Some of the deviations commonly observed in many codes have been tied to the specific methods used in these codes, for solving the collision term in the Boltzmann equation. This is particularly true for the effects that result from the higher-order correlations, such as too high collision rates and the violation of isospin symmetry, although they are not very pronounced. However, there are still deviations in some codes due to unknown or unexplained details in these codes. Whether these problems play a role in realistic heavy-ion collisions needs to be carefully studied.
VII. N∆π SYSTEM
In this section, we carry out detailed analyses of the results for the case with pions in which both N N ↔ N∆ and ∆ ↔ N π reactions are allowed. We focus on the equilibrium particle numbers and other quantities at late times and interpret the results based on the theoretical backgrounds described in Sec. V.
A. Particle numbers
We have already seen from the time evolution of the numbers of ∆ and π (N ∆ and N π ) displayed in Fig. 1 , that the results from different codes do not agree and some of them largely deviate from the results given by the rate equation. Comparing to Fig. 11 for the case without pions, we can see that these deviations are much larger, indicating that N ∆ is strongly affected by the ∆ ↔ N π reactions.
Since the N π → ∆ cross section is large and the lifetime of ∆ is relatively short, the results in Fig. 1 obtained with ∆t of the choice by individual codes (∆t = 0.5 or 1 fm/c), except for the time-step-free codes, may change if a smaller value of ∆t = 0.2 fm/c is used. Figure 14 shows the ∆t dependence of N ∆ and N π represented with filled red squares and blue circles, respectively, after averaging over the late times 90 < t < 150 fm/c. The results of time-step-free codes (JAM and SMASH) are very close to the values expected for the ideal Boltzmann-gas mixture in chemical equilibrium, represented with the dashed horizontal lines. For the other codes, the two points at ∆t = 0.2 fm/c and that of the choice by the code are connected by a line in Fig. 14 . Expecting the dependence on ∆t to be linear for ∆t in this range of values,11 we can obtain for each code the particle numbers for ∆t = 0 by linear extrapolation and find that they all seem to agree much better with those for the ideal gas mixture particularly for N π . An exception is the N π in IQMD-BNU for which its value at ∆t = 0.2 fm/c deviates from the value of the ideal gas mixture more than that at ∆t = 0.5 fm/c. Otherwise, it seems that the problems of N ∆ and N π in most codes can be largely reduced by using smaller ∆t → 0.
Most of the deviations at finite ∆t can be understood in detail from the treatment of the sequence of the collision process C k and the decay process D k used in individual transport codes, as summarized earlier in Fig. 4 . As already discussed in Sec. V D, the code RVUU represented in panel (a) overpredicts N π and underpredicts N ∆ numbers, while the code JQMD represented in panel (b) underpredicts N π and overpredicts N ∆ in particular at large ∆t. Since the BUU-VM code mixes events of the types given in panels (a) and (b), the predicted N ∆ and N π in Fig. 14 It is worth mentioning that the ∆ ↔ N π processes do not strongly impact the state of nucleons, under the conditions of the present homework. By comparing the present full N∆π system to the N∆ system studied in Sec. VI, we find that the temperature of the system decreases slightly from 55.8 MeV to 54.3 MeV and the number of nucleons increases slightly from 1245.0 to 1249.3, when the pions are introduced in the symmetric (δ = 0) ideal gas mixture. Correspondingly, the number N ∆ decreases from 35.0 to 30.7. This is a relatively small change, compared to N π which increases from 0 to 18.4. Therefore, one may expect that the details of ∆ ↔ N π processes do not affect N ∆ as strongly as N π . For example, some codes, such as TuQMD (see Sec. V F 10), may include a spurious N π → ∆ process, particularly when ∆t is small. This is expected to have an effect of counter-acting the ∆ → N π decay, but its impact on N ∆ does not seem strong in Fig. 14. 
B. Reaction and decay rates
In this subsection, we check if the reaction rates in the examined codes are correctly calculated. The open red squares in Fig. 15 show the ∆t dependence of the N N → N∆ rate at late times 90 < t < 150 fm/c. It is practically identical to the N∆ → N N rate as far as the numbers of particles have stabilized at chemical equilibrium. The value expected for the ideal Boltzmann-gas mixture is shown with the dashed horizontal line in Fig. 15 , calculated from Eq. (B7) using particle densities of an ideal gas mixture (Appendix A). We observe in general that the ∆t dependence of the N N → N∆ rate is weak even in the codes exhibiting a strong ∆t dependence in the number N ∆ . This is understandable because N ∆ is the number of ∆ particles at a time-step boundary, while the number of reactions is accumulated over the computational steps (see Fig. 4 ) and the reaction rate is thus stable even for a large value of ∆t. The small but finite deviations from the ideal-gas value are indeed not reduced by choosing a small ∆t in most codes. In many respects, these deviations are similar to those found in the case without pions (Sec. VI). For example, many of the QMD codes predict higher rates than in the ideal gas mixture, which can be explained by the higher-order correlations of (N N) nnx in Fig. 5 and (N∆) nnx in Fig. 6 . In QMD and parallel-ensemble BUU codes, it is commonly observed that the rate slightly decreases when ∆t is increased, which suggests weaker higher-order correlations with larger ∆t, because only one collision is considered for each pair of particles in the same time step.
For the ∆ ↔ N π processes, the ∆t dependence of the ∆ → N π rate is shown with open blue circles in should be practically identical to the backward N π → ∆ rate.
As ∆t → 0, while some codes may be converging to the right values expected for the ideal Boltzmann-gas mixture (dashed horizontal line), others do not. For IBUU, its result agrees well with the correct value already at the large time step ∆t = 0.5 fm/c. Results from the time-step-free codes (JAM and SMASH) also agree with those expected for the ideal gas mixture.
The relation between the calculated ∆ → N π rate in a code, to the way it treats particle collisions, is more clearly seen in Fig. 16 , which shows the details of the decay rate (the open circles in Fig. 15 ) divided by the N ∆ number (the filled squares in Fig. 14) . In the time-step-free codes (JAM and SMASH), it is rather trivial that this quantity R ∆→N π /N ∆ agrees with that in the ideal gas (horizontal dashed line in the figure) as far as the codes reproduce the ∆ mass distribution in equilibrium. In codes that rely on time steps, the probability for the decay of a ∆ particle is typically chosen to be 1 − exp(−Γ ∆t) in the decay procedure D k for a time-step interval ∆t, where the decay rate in the computational frame Γ is given by Eq. (27) with Eq. (7).13 In such approach, one of possible expectations for the ∆t dependence of the decay rate divided by N ∆ may be
where the average · is over both the mass distribution and the momentum distribution of ∆ particles. This ∆t dependence calculated with the value Γ for the ideal gas is shown by the lower thin line in each panel of Fig. 16 . This ∆t dependence applies to the JQMD code because, as shown in panel (b) of Fig. 4 , the decay procedure D k is directly considered for the ∆ particles that exist at the time-step boundary and the number N ∆ is of such propagated ∆ particles. A similar ∆t dependence is expected for IQMD-IMP in panel (e) of on average, as long as the sum N ∆ + N π , which is not affected either by C MB k or D k , has reached equilibrium at these late times. In IQMD-BNU, the decay rate could be lower than IQMD-IMP because some ∆ particles are stealth in D k . On the other hand, for the code RVUU in panel (a), the number of ∆ particles considered in D k is not the same as the number N ∆ of propagated ∆ particles, since it has been increased by the N π → ∆ process in C k , on the average by a factor e Γ ∆t , provided it balances with the decay factor e −Γ ∆t at these late times. For RVUU, we therefore expect
which is shown by the upper thin line in each panel of Fig. 16 . We note that the decay rate in RVUU is a little lower than this expected line. Since the baryon-baryon collisions C BB k do not affect the number of ∆ on average in panel (g) of Fig. 4 , the TuQMD result is expected to follow the same line as confirmed in Fig. 16 .
For a more insight into the codes, we show in Fig. 17 the √ s distributions of the N N ↔ N∆ rates, as in Fig. 13 for the N∆ system. The agreements and deviations of these distributions for different codes are similar to those in the case without pions, and similar discussions in Sec. VI can be applied here. An exception is that the quality of the agreement between the √ s distributions of the forward N N → N∆ and backward N∆ → N N rates becomes worse in JQMD when pions are introduced. For the ∆ ↔ N π processes, the √ s distributions are similarly shown in Fig. 18 . The overall deviations of the integrated rates from the ideal gas case have already been discussed for Fig. 15 . The agreement of the forward and backward distributions is generally very good, except in JQMD.
C. Isotopic ratios
In Sec. IV, we have already shown the results of the three isotopic ratios defined in Eq. (17) . As shown by blue circles in Fig. 2 , the time-step dependence of the π ratio is strong, so that the results with a usual time step, such as ∆t = 0.5 fm/c, have (37) and (38), respectively, depending on the way how the collisions and decays are treated in codes.
s [GeV] Full N not converged sufficiently well. The results of different codes deviate from those of the ideal gas mixture differently. On the other hand, the agreement among codes seems very good for the π-like ratio, which is most directly related to the π − /π + observable in heavy-ion collisions. The results seem to have converged already at large values of ∆t. We can now explain how the π-like ratio can be reliably predicted in spite of the unsatisfactory description of the π ratio and the N π and N ∆ numbers, at least when the system has reached equilibrium.
We recall the ∆t dependence of the π ratio in Fig. 2 (blue circles), which is strongly correlated with the total pion number N π in Fig. 14 (blue circles) . We have already seen in Sec. VII A that the latter is affected by how the sequence of collisions C k and decays D k is ordered (see Fig. 4 ). For example, for codes that allow the decays D k just before the propagation at the time-step boundary, the number N π tends to be high, especially when ∆t is large. We also need to realize that the π ratio is increased by D k (and decreased by C k ) because the π − /π + ratio of the newly produced pions by D k is exactly the ∆(π-like) ratio, which is much higher than the π − /π + ratio of existing pions (i.e. the π ratio) as seen in Fig. 2 . Therefore, codes that allow D k just before the time-step boundary predict a relatively high value of the π ratio, which explains the reason for its correlation with N π .
On the other hand, the π-like ratio remains constant under D k . In the case of equilibrium, the change of particle numbers by C k is canceled by the change caused by D k , which means that C k also does not change the π-like ratio. Therefore, during the computational steps of collisions and decays (Fig. 4) , the π-like ratio stays constant on average, without any dependence on the choice in the order of C k and D k .
This consideration suggests that transport codes can predict reliably the π-like ratio (green diamonds in Fig. 2 ) even with a large time step ∆t in spite of large deviations in the π ratio and in the numbers N ∆ and N π . However, as mentioned before, the deviations in the numbers of propagated particles may result in their different time evolutions in heavy-ion collisions, which can in principle indirectly affect the isotopic ratios.
D. Violation of isospin symmetry
For a more accurate description of the π-like ratio, we need to better understand the remaining uncertainties in the isotopic s [GeV] Full N ratios. In principle, uncertainties might have been caused by some code-specific problems which have appeared in the above analyses as unexplained behaviors of individual codes. In this subsection, we focus on a commonly observed issue of the violation of isospin symmetry.
In Fig. 19 , the ratio (∆ 0 ∆ + )/(∆ − ∆ ++ ), which measures the excess of ∆ 0,+ relative to ∆ −,++ , is shown by the red filled diamond for the symmetric (δ = 0) and asymmetric (δ = 0.2) systems, versus the calculated n/p value. Compared with the ratio of one in ideal Boltzmann-gas mixtures of any isospin asymmetry δ, the calculated values from most codes, at the late times 90 < t < 150 fm/c in symmetric and asymmetric systems, are significantly different from the expected value. Since the π − /π + ratio for pions from the decays of ∆ 0 and ∆ + (or from ∆ − and ∆ ++ ) is the same as the ratio ∆ 0 /∆ + (or ∆ − /∆ ++ ) and ∆ 0 /∆ + < ∆ − /∆ ++ in the asymmetric system, an excess of ∆ 0,+ results in a small value of ∆(π-like) ratio, which qualitatively explains the tendency for most codes to underestimate the ∆(π-like) ratio as shown in Fig. 2. In Fig. 19 , the excess of existing π 0 relative to π −,+ is shown in the form of (π 0 ) 2 /(π − π + ) by blue filled circles, which is well correlated to the excess of ∆ 0,+ as expected. The corresponding open symbols are these ratios for a smaller time-step size ∆t = 0.2 fm/c. Reducing ∆t is seen to only improve the results from pBUU and maybe also from IQMD-BNU, but not those from other codes. The ratios in SMASH are very close to 1, which is most likely related to the weaker correlations in this fullensemble BUU code.
The excess of ∆ 0 and ∆ + relative to ∆ − and ∆ ++ indicates a violation of isospin symmetry, and this is most likely due to the higher-order correlations induced from the geometrical method used in treating particle collisions in these codes. In the case without pions shown in Fig. 12 , the violation of the isospin symmetry has been attributed to the (N∆) nnx correlation (Fig. 6) as discussed in Sec. V E 1. In the present case with pions, this correlation is expected to become weaker because the ∆ particle (∆ j in Fig. 6 ) is allowed to decay before it can collide again with the nucleon. Adding the effects related to pions, the amount of isospin symmetry violation is expected to depend on individual codes as speculated in Sec. V E 2. In the case of JAM, only the correlations in Figs. 6, 7 and 8 have effects, since the correlations in Fig. 9 are absent due to its adopted prescription for treating particle collisions and decays. Although the effects of isospin symmetry violation from the (N∆) dpn correlation in Fig. 8 is rather complicated, the JAM result seems to imply that the net effect of these correlations is to slightly reduce the (∆ 0 ∆ + )/(∆ − ∆ ++ ) ratio. In other codes that use the geometrical method for treating particle collisions, the (N π) nnd correlation (Fig. 9) can also induce the violation of isospin symmetry, which is expected to increase the (∆ 0 ∆ + )/(∆ − ∆ ++ ) ratio (see Sec. V E 2). Compared to the case without pions shown in Fig. 12 , the results shown in Fig. 19 clearly indicate that the effect of the (N π) nnd correlation is strong so that the excess of ∆ 0 and ∆ + is often serious.
The above interpretation of the isospin symmetry violation caused by the (N π) nnd correlation (Fig. 9) is further supported by considering some combinations of the N π → ∆ rates per existing pion, for different isospin channels shown in Fig. 20 ,
for π ∈ {π − , π 0 , π + } and N ∈ {n, p}. As illustrated in Fig. 4 , the number of existing pions in many codes gradually decreases during the progress of computational steps in the collision procedure C k , and therefore the number of such existing pions does not necessarily agree with the number N π at the time-step boundaries. Furthermore, some pions are stealth in IBUU and pBUU. Therefore, the average number of pions that are actually participating in collisions may be better given by
where the positive sign is for IQMD-BNU, IQMD-IMP and JQMD, and negative for other codes, depending on the treatment of particle collisions and decays in individual codes. , which is consistent with the discussions of the (N π) nnd correlation in Sec. V E 2, in that there is an excess of ∆ 0,+ as exactly seen in Fig. 19 . In JAM and pBUU, the effect is opposite so that X[π − p] and X[π + n] are relatively too small. In the case of JAM, this can be qualitatively explained by the higher-order (N π) dx correlation arising as in Fig. 7 which is expected to enhance the π − n and π + p collisions relative to the other pion absorption channels. However, its effect on the JAM result does not seem very strong, as also discussed in Sec. V E 2. In IQMD-BNU, the agreement of the red filled circles and blue open squares is relatively good. The rates of X[π − p] and X[π + n] are relatively small when ∆t = 0.5 fm/c is chosen as the time step (not shown), though the relation depends on √ s with ∆t = 0.2 fm/c as shown in the figure.
In codes with time steps, particles are propagated at least once during the series of reactions shown in Fig. 9 . In the methods for panels (a), (c) and (g) of Fig. 4 , the pion is always propagated after ∆ j → N j π k , which may weaken the correlation significantly, in particular for large ∆t, since the pion tends to move fast. In other methods represented in panels (b), (e) and (f) of Fig. 4 , the ∆ particle is always propagated after N i N j → N i ∆ j , but it does not move as much as a pion would, and thus a strong correlation may remain during any subsequent reactions of ∆ j → N j π k and N i π k → ∆ i , both of which can take place in the same time step. This is likely the reason for the larger difference between red filled circles and blue open squares in Fig. 20 in IQMD-IMP and JQMD than in other codes. For IBUU, RVUU and TuQMD, the difference is smaller for a larger ∆t = 0.5 fm/c (not shown) probably because of the weakening of correlations. This example shows that problems related to correlations and the collision-decay sequence can affect the results in a complicated way.
E. Summary of results from the equilibrated N∆π system
Accurate calculation of the numbers of ∆ and π in a nuclear system is difficult for codes relying on time steps, if a usual time-step size, such as ∆t = 0.5 fm/c, is chosen. This issue is due to the method used in handling the collision-decay sequence within each time step. The problem can be avoided either by taking the limit of ∆t → 0, by introducing a better method to handle the sequence, or by employing a time-stepfree method. Also, the correlations that are inevitably induced by the geometrical treatment of particle collisions can affect the isotopic ratios, particularly the unphysical excess of ∆ 0 and ∆ + relative to ∆ − and ∆ ++ seen in many codes, which can cause a systematic underestimation of the charged pion ratio. The problem cannot be removed by choosing a small ∆t. However, it may be improved by carefully choosing a prescription to avoid repeated spurious collisions in the geometrical method of treating particle collisions. On the other hand, the fullensemble BUU codes are practically free from this problem.
Even with the above-mentioned problems, we may be in a fortunate situation that transport codes can rather precisely predict the π-like ratio, which is defined in Eq. (17c) and is most directly related to the π − /π + observable in heavyion collisions. There is a good reason why the issue of the collision-decay sequence does not affect much the π-like ratio in equilibrated systems. Because of the complexity of correlations, particularly those caused by pions, the effect may appear differently in cases other than the equilibrated one studied here. It is therefore of interest to study this effect in the early nonequilibrium stage of present box comparison and in heavy-ion collisions. It should also be kept in mind that the problem s [GeV] Full N ( t = 0.2 fm/c) in the numbers of propagated particles due to the issue of the collision-decay sequence affects the propagation under the mean field, which can then affect indirectly the π-like ratio in heavy-ion collisions.
VIII. COMPARISONS AT EARLY TIMES
In this section, we focus our study on the non-equilibrium effects at early times of a few tens of fm/c. In our homework, the system at t = 0 is composed of only nucleons and is evolved for the first 10 fm/c only with N N elastic collisions, after which the ∆ and pion production sets in. As Fig. 1 indicates, it takes a few tens of fm/c before the system reaches equilibrium. In the case of heavy-ion collisions at energies for which pions get produced, the violent phase of the reaction ends within a few tens of fm/c. To evaluate the accuracy of transport codes, it is therefore important to also carry out the box comparison at early times.
As we have briefly seen in Sec. IV, the uncertainties in transport-code results may be larger in non-equilibrium than in equilibrated systems. Although a complete identification of the sources of problems is beyond the scope of this paper, we try here to figure out as much as possible where any uncertainty comes from. The information here is also useful for improving individual codes.
In the following comparisons, we use the solution of the rate equation as a reference. The rate equation assumes thermal momentum distributions at any instant with a common temperature for all the particle species (Appendix B). Therefore, the solution is not necessarily completely consistent with the exact solution of the Boltzmann equation (18), because of non-thermal or non-equilibrium effects. With this in mind, we still use this reference to compare the results of different transport codes and to clarify the non-equilibrium effects in these results.
A. N∆ system
In this subsection, we make comparisons for the case without pions, i.e., with the decay of ∆ particles turned off even though the spectral function of ∆ has a width. In the upper panels of Fig. 21 , the time evolutions of the numbers of the four species of ∆ are represented with the colored thick lines at early times t < 60 fm/c, for the asymmetric (δ = 0.2) system. These transport-code results may be compared with the solutions of the rate equation which are shown by thin black lines. At t = 60 fm/c, the numbers of ∆ have already reached equilibrium almost completely. The equilibrated values have been discussed in detail in Sec. VI. We pay attention here to the behaviors at early times, before equilibrium is reached.
For a closer comparison of the time evolution of the number of ∆ (N ∆ ), the red solid line in the lower panels of Fig. 21 shows the ratio of N ∆ calculated by transport codes to the same quantity in the rate-equation solution, namely X/X rate-eq with X = N ∆ . Without any exception, the results of this ratio are slightly increasing in this time span except at the very beginning. This means that the increase of N ∆ toward equilibrium in transport codes is slightly slower than in the rate equation. In QMD and parallel-ensemble BUU codes, this is likely due to the extra N∆ → N N collisions by the higher-order (N∆) nnx correlation (Fig. 6 in Sec. V E), which has the effect of counter-acting the N N → N∆ reaction. The effect is weak in full-ensemble BUU codes (pBUU and SMASH), i.e. the slope is small. For the results of many codes, the agreement with the rate equation is good at the beginning right after inelastic collisions set in, which is reasonable because the higher-order correlations have not been established yet because they need additional scatterings by other particles.
Distributions of the N N ↔ N∆ rates in √ s, averaged over 10 < t < 30 fm/c, are shown in the upper panels of Fig. 22 . As expected, the overall integrated rates of the forward and backward reactions do not agree with each other in this early time span because the numbers of particles have not yet equilibrated and more ∆ particles need to be produced than absorbed. Furthermore, we notice that the shapes of these distributions are different, which suggests that nucleons and ∆ particles do not follow the thermal momentum distributions at a common temperature. This point is clearer in the lower panels, which show the backward-to-forward ratio of the reaction rates, for different time spans represented with different line styles. For an early time span of 10 < t < 20 fm/c (thick solid line), the backward rate is much lower than the forward rate at high energies, while they are almost balanced at low values of √ s.14 As the time progresses, the forward and backward rates balance gradually as shown by the dashed line (20 < t < 30 fm/c) and 14 During the finite time span from t = 10 to 20 fm/c, the temperature drops from T = 60 to 56.4 MeV in the rate equation for this system. Since the forward rate decreases and the backward rate rapidly increases as the time progresses, the backward-to-forward ratio for this time span can depend on √ s in principle even for the rate-equation solution. However, the red thin line in the lower panels of Fig. 22 shows the ratio for a narrower time span from t = 14 to 16 fm/c, which clearly indicates that the √ s dependence at the earliest times is not an artifact of the finite time span.
the dotted line (30 < t < 40 fm/c). As we have already seen in Fig. 13 , the detailed balance is achieved eventually at late times. The low backward rate in the lowest energy bin may be due to the truncation of the N∆ → N N cross section on account of the finite size of the box in the present homework. The characteristic √ s dependence in the lower panels of Fig. 22 is observed very consistently in almost all codes. Therefore we believe that it indicates a real non-equilibrium effect, which is described by transport codes, but not by the rate equation.
Some isotopic ratios of ∆ are shown in the lower panels of Fig. 21 . The excess of ∆ 0 and ∆ + relative to ∆ − and ∆ ++ is represented by the green dotted line as the X/X rate-eq ratio with X = (∆ 0 ∆ + )/(∆ − ∆ ++ ). For this quantity, X rate-eq is very close to 1, and therefore the line practically shows the current value of X. As already discussed for late times in Sec. VI, the excess of ∆ 0 and ∆ + can be interpreted as due to the higher-order (N∆) nnx correlation (Fig. 6 ) in QMD and parallel-ensemble BUU codes. Compared to the equilibrium case in Fig. 12 , the amount of the excess seems large and the effect is clearly seen at early times, even with statistical fluctuations, in almost all the QMD and parallel-ensemble BUU codes. The strong effect at early times may be related to the non-equilibrium effect discussed in the context of Fig. 22 . The deficiency of high-energy N∆ → N N collisions increases the relative importance of low-energy N∆ collisions in which the higherorder correlation is supposed to be strong such as shown by the condition of Eq. (36) .
The blue dashed line in the lower panels of Fig. 21 shows the X/X rate-eq ratio of X = ∆ − /∆ ++ . In the majority of codes, this ratio is lower than 1, which means that the ∆ − /∆ ++ ratio in transport codes is lower than that in the rate-equation solution. This is possible because of the asymmetric strength of the effect of the (N∆) nnx correlation in asymmetric environments, as discussed in Sec. V E 1. The effect is within a few percent in most cases, but it can directly affect the isotopic ratios such as the π − /π + ratio, when ∆ resonances are allowed to decay. It does not contradict the isospin symmetry, though it is absent in the naive rate equation.
B. N∆π system
When the pions are introduced with the ∆ ↔ N π processes, we have already seen that some problems appear prominently in the comparisons presented in Sec. VII, for the equilibrated numbers of particles and their isotopic ratios. We here continue the comparisons by focusing on early times before the system equilibrates. As we have learned in Sec. VII, one of the sources of the problems is the issue of the collision-decay sequence within one time step. Correspondingly we mainly show here the results with a small time step size ∆t = 0.2 fm/c in order to minimize the impact of this issue. We should still expect that some effects of a finite size of ∆t = 0.2 fm/c may remain, and that the problems due to higher-order correlations cannot be reduced by choosing a small ∆t.
The upper panels of Fig. 23 display the time evolution of the numbers of the isospin species of ∆ and π in terms of colored thick lines. The numbers of ∆ particles (N ∆ ) and those of pions (N π ) are shown side by side, in the same way as in Fig. 1 , but now for the early times 0 < t < 60 fm/c and for the case with ∆t = 0.2 fm/c. At t = 60 fm/c, the numbers N ∆ and N π have almost equilibrated in most codes. As we already know, the deviations of these equilibrium values from the solution of the rate equation, shown by thin lines in the figure, are mainly due to the issue of the collision-decay sequence. At early times in the upper panels of Fig. 23 , the increase of N π toward equilibrium is slower than in the rate-equation solution in many codes. This is more clearly seen in the lower panels, where, for some quantities X, the line shows the ratio of the value in the transport-code result to that in the rate equation. The red solid lines represent the X/X rate-eq ratios for X = N ∆ (left) and X = N π (right). The strongly increasing X/X rate-eq for X = N π , as a function of time, indicates a suppressed increase of N π toward equilibrium, which is observed in all the QMD and parallel-ensemble BUU codes. This could be expected at least partly due to the existence of N π correlations which enhance the N π → ∆ process such as in Figs. 7 and 9 . However, there may be other reasons because the suppression of the rise in N π is also observed in full-ensemble BUU codes (pBUU and SMASH) though it is weaker than in other codes. The behaviors of the X/X rate-eq ratio for X = N ∆ are similar to those in the case without pions (Fig. 21) . Figure 24 shows the √ s distributions of the N N → N∆ and N∆ → N N processes in the upper panels, and the backwardto-forward ratio in the lower panels. In the same way as in Fig. 22 for the case without pions, these results from all the codes consistently indicate that the momentum distribution of ∆ has not been thermalized yet at these early times. The results in Fig. 24 are quite similar to those in Fig. 22 , though we may see in the lower panels that establishing the detailed balance might be slightly slower when pions are introduced, judging from comparison of the two figures from early (10 < t < 20 fm/c; thick solid lines), through intermediate (20 < t < 30 fm/c; dashed lines), to later times (30 < t < 40 fm/c; dotted lines). The same analysis is done in Fig. 25 for the ∆ → N π and N π → ∆ processes. The evidence of a non-equilibrium effect is clearly seen again, in particular in the lower panels. In contrast to the case for N N ↔ N∆, the rates quickly balance within the high-energy part in all the codes. The low-energy part takes a relatively long time of the order of a few tens of fm/c, before the detailed balance is established. All the codes show the same qualitative feature and therefore we believe that this non-equilibrium effect is also a physical one described by transport codes, but not by the rate equation. However, the code dependence of the effect is stronger for ∆ ↔ N π than for N N ↔ N∆. The observed effect implies that the high-momentum part of the pion momentum distribution is enhanced compared to the low-momentum part at these early times. Since high-momentum pions can be strongly absorbed because of the high relative velocities with nucleons, the effect can enhance the pion absorption rate, which is consistent with the slow increase of the number N π observed in Fig. 23 , even in parallel-ensemble BUU codes. The time scale of the nonequilibrium effect is also similar to that of the suppression of the increase in N π . This non-equilibrium effect is closely related to the mass dependence of the decay width Γ(m). In fact, in similar calculations with a constant Γ(m) = 115 MeV, no significant √ s dependence is observed in the backward-toforward ratio for ∆ ↔ N π. As mentioned before in other similar cases, the excess of ∆ 0 and ∆ + relative to ∆ − and ∆ ++ indicates a violation of isospin symmetry for some reason in the transport codes, such as uncontrolled effects of higher-order correlations. In the lower panels of Fig. 23 , the X/X rate-eq ratio is shown for X = (∆ 0 ∆ + )/(∆ − ∆ ++ ) (left) and X = (π 0 ) 2 /(π − π + ) (right) with green dotted lines. In most of QMD and parallelensemble BUU codes, the excess of ∆ 0 and ∆ + is very strong during the first several tens of fm/c, as compared to the case without pions (Fig. 21) . The same quantity (∆ 0 ∆ + )/(∆ − ∆ ++ ) is shown in Fig. 26 with red diamonds for the averaged numbers of ∆ in the early times 10 < t < 30 fm/c. The results of both symmetric (δ = 0) and asymmetric (δ = 0.2) systems are shown against the calculated value of n/p. As we have seen in other cases, deviations from 1 appear independently of the isospin asymmetry of the system, which evidences an unphysical violation of isospin symmetry. Furthermore, the deviations here are about twice as large as those in the situation of equilibrium at late times ( Fig. 19 ) in many codes. The filled red diamonds represent the results with the homework time step ∆t originally chosen by individual codes, while the open red diamonds represent those with ∆t = 0.2 fm/c. In the majority of codes, the deviations become slightly more serious when ∆t is reduced. In the figure, it is observed that the excess of π 0 , shown by blue circles, is correlated with the excess of ∆ 0 and ∆ + , as may be expected. The codes having a strong excess of ∆ 0 and ∆ + in Fig. 26 correspond to those having the (N π) nnd correlation (Fig. 9) , which is qualitatively expected to induce such a violation of isospin symmetry. Because of the observed coincidence of time scales, we may guess that the enhanced violation at early times may be due to a combined effect of the correlations and the non-equilibrium effect. In contrast to QMD and parallelensemble BUU codes, almost no excess or suppression of ∆ 0 and ∆ + is seen in two full-ensemble BUU codes (pBUU with ∆t = 0.2 fm/c and SMASH), which is consistent with the weakness of correlations in these codes. The behavior of the JAM result is different from the other QMD codes, which is understandable because the (N π) nnd correlation (Fig. 9) does not exist in JAM, because of its prescribed method of treating collisions. However, other correlations should exist in the JAM results, and the good agreement may be due to cancellations of many complicated effects.
The three isotopic ratios of Eq. (17) have been compared in Fig. 3 for the numbers of particles averaged over the early times 10 < t < 30 fm/c. As already mentioned in Sec. IV, the agreement of the π-like ratio among codes is not as good then as at late times. While significant ∆t dependence of the π ratio (blue circles) is already expected as at late times, it is now important to understand the ∆t dependence of the ∆(π-like) ratio (red squares). Its dependence on ∆t may be due to some effect of the collision-decay sequence, since the isotopic ratios do not necessarily remain constant under C k at early times, because various collision and decay channels have not balanced out yet. However, it does not seem easy to explain the ∆t dependence observed in different codes based on the adopted prescriptions for the collision-decay sequence.
Another possible idea to interpret the ∆t dependence of the isotopic ratios is that the ∆t dependence of correlations can be important at early times, because they are now much stronger than at late times. For example, as has been mentioned in the context of Fig. 20 , the (N π) nnd correlation strengthens when ∆t is reduced to 0.2 fm/c in IBUU, RVUU and TuQMD, while this correlation is already strong even with a large ∆t in IQMD-IMP and JQMD. These different situations have been explained based on the adopted prescriptions for the collisiondecay sequence. In the present case at early times, the excess of ∆ 0 and ∆ + in the lower panels of Fig. 23 (green dotted line) has increased in many codes when ∆t is reduced to 0.2 fm/c. Similar outcome is observed in Fig. 26 when comparing the red filled diamonds and the red open diamonds. However, in order to explain the ∆(π-like) ratio, we should also pay attention to the ∆ − /∆ ++ ratio shown by the blue dashed line in the lower panels of Fig. 23 . As discussed before, this ratio is likely affected by the asymmetric strength of the effect of some correlations in asymmetric environments. For the codes of BUU-VM, IBUU, IQMD-BNU and RVUU, in which the ∆(π-like) and other ratios decrease when ∆t is reduced in Fig. 3 , it is consistently found that (∆ 0 ∆ + )/(∆ − ∆ ++ ) increases and ∆ − /∆ ++ decreases at the earliest times when ∆t is reduced, which is consistent with the increasing effect of correlations. These codes then predict relatively low values of the ∆(π-like) ratio and of the π-like ratio when the limit of ∆t → 0 is taken in Fig. 3 . In contrast, in IQMD-IMP, JQMD, pBUU and TuQMD, the ∆ − /∆ ++ ratio increases when ∆t is reduced, which is the main origin of the ∆t dependence of the ∆(π-like) ratio in these codes. These codes tend to predict relatively high values of the ∆(π-like) ratio and of the π-like ratio for ∆t → 0. We have not understood yet what causes these different behaviors of the ∆ − /∆ ++ ratio when ∆t is changed.
C. Summary of results from early times
The √ s distributions of N N ↔ N∆ and ∆ ↔ N π reactions suggest the existence of the non-equilibrium or non-thermal effect in the momentum distributions of both ∆ particles and pions, at early times of a few tens of fm/c. It is likely one of the reasons why the increase in the number of pions is slower in transport codes, than in the rate equation that assumes thermal momentum distributions. At these early times, many codes show a strong excess of ∆ 0 and ∆ + compared to ∆ − and ∆ ++ , which is a signature of violation of isospin symmetry caused by correlations. The correlations then affect the isotopic ratios, such as the π-like ratio, at early times. The dependence of the correlations on the time-step size ∆t seems significant at these early times. We should, however, better understand the ∆t dependence of the ∆ − /∆ ++ ratio which may also be affected by correlations. The reliability of the code predictions is not as good as in the equilibrated situation at late times, in particular when the results are extrapolated to the smallest time step ∆t → 0. The agreement may be improved, e.g., if all the codes are modified to remove the (N π) nnd correlation (Fig. 9) . The effects of other sources of correlations should also be studied carefully, because their significance may depend on the situation where they occur.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
We have compared results from various transport codes, for the production of pions and ∆ resonances, under well-defined conditions of a system in a box with periodic boundary conditions. One important result is that the π-like ratio [Eq. (17c)] for the ideal gas mixture is reproduced well by all participating transport codes, when the system reaches equilibrium in the box. This makes it promising to use transport models to extract the high-density symmetry energy from heavy-ion collision data. However, we have also encountered disagreements in some other quantities, such as the numbers of N ∆ and N π , and the π ratio [Eq. (17a)]. A rather consistent understanding of these results has been achieved after the detailed analyses in Secs. VI, VII and VIII, which have already been summarized at the end of each section.
Two important concepts were found to be relevant for explaining the behaviors of the transport-code results and to understand the sources of uncertainties. One concerns the ordering in the collision-decay sequence within the same time step, and the other concerns the correlations induced by using the geometrical method for treating collisions. The former is found to affect the dependence of some quantities, such as N π and the π ratio, on the time-step size ∆t, although this problem should disappear in the limit of ∆t → 0. The latter affects the results in at least two ways. One is to increase the collision rates, which, however, does not seem to cause further problems when the system reaches equilibrium in our study. The other effect due to the correlations, on the other hand, can lead to a violation of the isospin symmetry in the transport codes and thus affect some isotopic ratios. This problem cannot be reduced by choosing a small ∆t, and can sometimes become stronger when ∆t is reduced. As a general remark, the question of correlations is an issue between the assumptions of the Boltzmann or rate equation, which is a one-body theory with a Markovian assumption on the collision term, and of the simulations for heavy-ion collisions, which may want to include some kind of correlations to describe physical phenomena and observables. These physical issues have to be better understood.
The present comparison has been carried out for the simplest case of a system in a box without mean-field interactions and the Pauli blocking. If our goal were limited to this case, the best solution would be to use a time-step-free code (JAM or SMASH) to avoid the problem due to the collision-decay sequence, and to solve the Boltzmann equation using a fullensemble BUU code (pBUU or SMASH) to avoid the problem of correlations. However, for applications to heavy-ion collisions, over-optimizing the codes for this simplest case may not be desirable. For example, one may still need models with fluctuations and correlations to investigate the effects of cluster formation in realistic heavy-ion collisions. We should also consider that the Pauli blocking, which was deactivated in this work, plays important roles in realistic systems, and that the accuracy of evaluation of the blocking factor is affected by fluctuations, depending on the strategies in codes, as was seen in Ref. [2] .
Fortunately, the uncertainty of ±2% in the π-like ratio in the studied case when the system has equilibrated is small. On the other hand, the uncertainty due to the above-mentioned problems seems to depend on the various conditions. At early times before reaching thermal and chemical equilibrium, we have found that the predictions on the π-like ratio are not as stable as in the equilibrated case, though the uncertainty is still within an acceptable range. From the basis of the present study under tightly controlled conditions in a simple case, one can expect to understand the influence of the various effects in full heavy-ion collisions. Such a study is currently ongoing. 
